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lily likes..a lot of things! you can tie and play with her with all kinds of new things, including ballgag and her favorite, the otn tape gag. this is a sticky, waterproof tape gag, and lily adores the way it feels on her tongue and gag hole. it was designed to be used on people, but you can use it to great effect on yourself by attaching it to
various sensitive parts of your body. the otn tape is one of the most frequently used bondage gag types in the game, so we've made it all but invisible with the addition of a secret underlayer of fabric. this way, when lily gets her tongue or gag hole stuck on you, it won't leave ugly residue. you'll be able to see the exact spot where the
tape would be, but as long as you don't play too rough, it won't leave any marks. also included are gags made of "sock gags" and "hood gags" (sexy fuzzy masks). also included are suction, suction cup, acrylic, and metal sex toys. in addition to the new toys, the save-n-load feature allows you to save your game whenever you want and

load it into the game at any time. unlike other save-n-load systems, in this game you have several options for the game to be saved, including the save files that go into the game manager, the otn tape gag, and a simple text file. this also allows for saving and reloading of different parts of the game at any time. (if you save a part of the
game like "lily's attitude" or "lily's facial expression" to "lily's attitude", it will be automatically loaded the next time you start the game. there's also an additional customization option for saving lily's customized outfits, hairstyles, and makeup. so you can save a character that has changed outfits, hairstyle, or make-up during the course

of a game, and then load the character as that pre-customized version the next time. so, for example, you could save a lily dressed as a secret agent, then load her the next time as a generic lily for use in the main game, then restore all of her customizations. it allows for substantially more customization than your character could
usually provide. )
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Jam Orbital Bondage Lily Game

The director was Jackie , the game designer RichM and the writer was JackieN . Our game designer collaborators worked alongside me on this game, occasionally showing up and giving input when asked. Even though it is a collaboration, this game definitely belongs to me as it was developed in my name and, particularly,
while I was developing it. Since it was a final project for the MFA programme, it was a meaningful project for me, and I especially enjoyed the final development phase, when we polished the game and the engine. Since the bulk of the development was made prior to the programme, I was able to devote it to the project full
time. I worked on this game for approximately 10 months, although the game was finished and ready for download only approximately 6 weeks before I left New York City for the final time. (I’m about to start graduate school at the University of Toronto soon, and I will release a new game about halfway through my course.)
I made this game at the height of my relationship with my best friend and collaborator Jackie , which went through a rough patch. I was in a very transitional time in my life, and it would be easy to say that this was the game I needed to make for myself and to express through. The game starts with a brief bit of dialogue,
then moves to a bondage scene where you can tie up, gag, and interact with Lily in various ways, similar to a dressup game. Lily makes sounds, blushes, and changes facial expressions in response to your actions! Bondage Lily 2, like its predecessor, is a sandbox-y bondage toy in which you tie up, gag, and play with the

eponymous character, Lily. The game starts with a brief, humorous exchange of dialogue with branching choices; then comes the fun stuff. 5ec8ef588b
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